DECEMBER 2021
Bruel, Nick - Bad Kitty Gets a Phone
Cohn, Edith - Birdie's Billions
Crossley-Holland, Kevin - Across the Rainbow Bridge: Stories of Norse Gods and Humans
Davies, Suyi - Minecraft: The Haven Trials
Hoang, Van - Girl Giant and the Jade War
James, Anna - The Book Smugglers
Lazar, Ralph - Wednesday: The Forest of Secrets
Mabbitt, Will - Hangman's Crossing
Marino, Andy - Escape From Chernobyl
Martin, Ann M. - Karen's Little Sister
O'Hearn, Kate - Escape From Atlantis
Patterson, James - Katt Loves Dogg
Quinn, Jordan - Goblin Magic
Stilton, Thea - The Legend of the Maze
Swanson, Matthew - Ben Yokoyama and the Cookie of Perfection
Tarshis, Lauren - I Survived the Galveston Hurricane, 1900
Wells, Tina - Honest June

JANUARY 2022
Anderson, John David - Riley's Ghost
Chhibber, Preeti - X-Change Students 101
Cordell, Matthew - Cornbread & Poppy
Dixon, Franklin W. - As the Falcon Flies
Jagger, T. P. - Hide and Geek
Korman, Gordon - Operation Do-Over
Lesperance, Nicole - The Dream Spies
Marcero, Deborah - A Trip Around the Sun
Osborne, Mary Pope - Sunlight on the Snow Leopard
Parish, Herman - Amelia Bedelia Hops to It
Patricelli, Leslie - The Big Bad Lies
Patterson, James - It's a Zoo in Here
Paulsen, Gary - Northwind
Stilton, Geronimo - Have a Heart, Geronimo
Valente, Dominique - Willow Moss & the Vanished Kingdom

FEBRUARY 2022
Avery, Analiese - The Nightsilver Promise
Foody, Amanda - The Weeping Tide
Gutman, Dan - Mr. Ott Is a Crackpot
Holub, Joan - Athena & the Mermaid's Pearl
Hunter, Erin - The Venom Spreads
Miles, Ellen - Zig & Zag
Morpurgo, Michael - The Puffin Keeper
Ponti, James - Forbidden City
Smith, Ronald - Spellbound